
YG Goals—Statement 2 Winter Trip Review 

CBCYG March 2, 2023 

Intro: Life is Short, Be a Good Steward; therefore, if life is short, answer to Him, if do nothing else, what 

should you do according to Him? Love Souls Rom. 13:8-14; Deut. 6:4-5 God’s goal for His creation involves 
other people, responding to them as He calls you to; looked at bunch of passages telling Christians what to do, 

how to act, but NO Youth Group—then how does YG fit in God’s plan? At BEST, if done right/under God, The 

Youth Group is a Microcosm of the Church encapsulating in miniature the characteristic features of something 
much larger.  so we’ve been working on a definition The church is a group of people, 1. Created and loved by 

God. 2. Tied by their relationship with God 3. Originated by God, but accepted individually 4. For the 

purpose of exhibiting the glory of God to mankind. you LIVE exhibiting glory of God through 

faithful and joyful service 5. Through Faithful and joyful service; what keeps us 

from faithful service?  How about joyful service? These issues have to be 

addressed, but what happens as we look for answers to these questions/problems 

inside ourselves and others? THIS is what leads to the reality question.  Last year, 

fitting only works if you fit in the right box—who determines right box?  What is 

reality? What is included in what we call reality? What is needed to determine 

reality? Who determines fitting/right box?  God does. We do not define God. He is 

timeless and superior to us in every way.  He is holy Because of that, He 

determines reality.  All that matters in this world is in relation to God. Are you 

with Him or against Him? from I Pet. 2, those w God come to Jesus, Building their 

lives on Him along with the others building their lives on Him leading to a spiritual 

house which exists to offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God. take this thought 

into our verse for this year’s packet. Therefore, Eph. 4:15-16—goal of action? 

What drives healthy growth and determines whether it IS healthy growth?   
Fits w I Pet. 2. Those with God come to Jesus, building their lives on Him along 

with the others building their lives on Him leading to a spiritual house which exists 

to offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God. If THIS is God’s reality for life as 

a Christian/for growth, then what would have to be important/valued for us 

if we were to live inside THIS box? But why do I Peter 2:1-2, 11-12, Titus 2:11-14, 

Eph. 4:17-32 focus so much on things that are NOT to accompany these 

good deeds? ALL needed to do to glorify God is obey Him.  not saved by 

good deeds, but saved people are KNOWN for their good deeds. That IS 

result of God’s work (remember what said would do for his disobedient and 

faithless people Israel) Ezek. 36:26-27 (read from packet) What does I John 

5:1-3 say about where we are to obey God’s commands and how we are to 

view them?  How does obedience to this specifically test faithful and joyful 

service to God? and yet, this fits w/I I Pet. 2:4-5 purposes AND definition 

of church that group of people, etc. Without solving whole issue, think 

about fruit of Spirit in Gal. 5:22-23—characterize them . . . what do they all 

have in common?  Now look at Gal. 5:13-26—see same 2 groups we talked 

about in Romans 8 when talked about corporate solidarity (which means?)  

deeds coming from the “not God” side are not that nice; What causes people 

to act like verse 13, 15, 19-21?  Change that and go to the other side; but 

what stops you from just focusing on the characteristics in vv. 22-23 to get 

to the other side? Fruit of SPIRIT—result of God working in us is that 

actions characterized by good dispositions of vv. 22-23  Why do these 

character qualities fit with those who are truly part of the church—those 

born again? Which attributes of God would make these fruit of the Spirit the 

natural response of one trusting, loving, following, and obeying God?  then 

read packet & finish it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


